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CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-1
TITLE: No to Patriarchy!
OTHER TITLE INFO: Fourth World Conference Women Beijing, 1995
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1995
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; text in red; image in black in the centre;
additional text on back
NOTES: T-shirt Connection; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Conference
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-2
TITLE: Rape Relief and Women’s Shelter
OTHER TITLE INFO: 15th Annual Walkathon, Stanley Park, Sunday, May 30/93
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1993
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black; text in yellow; image in the centre; other
image on back
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-3
TITLE: Rape Relief and Women’s Shelter
OTHER TITLE INFO: 16th Annual Walkathon, Sunday, May 29, 1994
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1994
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: grey; logo on the right
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton, size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-4
TITLE: Stop Rape
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1995
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; image in red with text in black in the centre; other image on back
NOTES: Gildau Heavy Weight; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-5
TITLE: Association of Ontario Midwives
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: beige; image in gold and black in the centre
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton, size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Abortion-contraception-reproduction
2. Midwives
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-6
TITLE: Pornography Hurts!
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; text in red on right side
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton, size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pornography
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-7
TITLE: Say no to Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: green; text in yellow
NOTES: Best Fruit of the Loom; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-8
TITLE: Marche des femmes contre la pauvreté
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Salomé
DATE: 1996
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: blanc; image noire et texte noir au milieu
NOTES: Naturals by Penmans; coton; taille L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Pauvreté
2. Manifestation
PROVENANCE: Inconnu

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-9
TITLE: Math + Science = Infinite Career Choices
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; multicoloured image in the centre; text in black on right side
NOTES: Hanes Beefy-T, cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-10
TITLE: Emily Carr National Gallery of Ottawa
OTHER TITLE INFO: National Gallery of Canada, Musée des beaux-arts du Canada, 1990, Ottawa
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1990
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: beige; blue and green image, text in red; additional text on back
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
2. Emily Carr
3. Press

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-11
TITLE: Women's March Against Poverty
OTHER TITLE INFO: For Bread and Roses For Jobs and Justice, May to June 15 1996
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Salomé
DATE: 1996
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: beige; image and text in black
NOTES: Naturals by Penmans; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Poverty
2. Demonstration

PROVENANCE: Unknown

ALSO AVAILABLE: NU-X10-118-42

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-12
TITLE: Making the Link: Antiracism and Feminism
OTHER TITLE INFO: 16th. Annual Conference Canadian Research Institute for The Advancement of Women (CRIAW/ICREF)
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1992
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; image and text in black; other image on back
NOTES: hh; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Color
2. Education

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-13
TITLE: Women's Place Kenora Fundraising
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: blue; image in black
NOTES: Gildan Heavy Weight, cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-14
TITLE: Take Back the Night
OTHER TITLE INFO: Peterborough Rape Crisis Centre
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: blue; small yellow image on left side; text and image in yellow on back
NOTES: Screen Stars Best, cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 1. Violence
2. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-15
TITLE: Breast Cancer Action / Sensibilisation au cancer du sein
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: pink; image and text in black; six logos on back
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 1. Health
2. Breast Cancer
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-16
TITLE: Is for Dare
OTHER TITLE INFO: ONF and Studio D
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark blue; text and image in red
NOTES: Hanes Beffy-T; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 1. Media
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-17
TITLE: Women’s Art Festival Kingston
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: light blue; image in dark blue
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; cotton and polyester; size unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-18
TITLE: Women for Equality Justice and Peace
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; circular image in green and violet
NOTES: Harvey Woods; cotton and polyester; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-19
TITLE: CWS Canadian Women’s Studies
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark green; text in white on the right side
NOTES: Tiger Brand; cotton; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Education

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-20
TITLE: Women Against Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: wine red; text and image in white
NOTES: Penmans; cotton and polyester; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence

PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-21
TITLE: Calling the Shots
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black; text in green
NOTES: Mr. Brief; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-22
TITLE: Fighting Racism and System
OTHER TITLE INFO: International Women’s Day 1987
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1987
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: blue; image wine red; text in white
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. International Women’s Day
2. Color
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-23
TITLE: Virginia Wolf
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; portrait of Virginia Wolf
NOTES: Hanes; cotton; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S): 
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-24
TITLE: No Means No
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: grey; text in black
NOTES: Penmans classics; cotton and polyester; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-25
TITLE: Amelia Earhart
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; portrait of Amelia Earhart
NOTES: Hanesw; cotton; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-26
TITLE: La papesse Jeanne 835-55
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucune
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
DATE: [entre 1980 et 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: bleu foncé; image blanche
NOTES: Rose; coton; taille M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Spiritualité
PROVENANCE: Inconnu

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-27
TITLE: What Part of No Don’t You Understand
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark violet; text in white
NOTES: Hanes; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-28
TITLE: National Association of Women and the Law
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: violet; text in white on the right side; additional text on back
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom Heavy; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Law
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-29
TITLE: Just Give us our Money!
OTHER TITLE INFO: Women’s Conference
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1997 and 1998]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; text and image in black
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Conference
PROVENANCE: Unknown

TITLE: None
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: home made runner’s vest like garment
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: beige; square; multicoloured ♂ symbol
NOTES: Home made; unknown fibre; one size fits all
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Demonstration
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-36
TITLE: The Canadian Women’s Festival ’85
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1985
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: pink; image and text in the centre; additional text on back
NOTES: ABC; polyester and cotton; size S
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-37
TITLE: Run for Day Care
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark beige; text in brown
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; cotton; size unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Sports
2. Daycare

**PROVENANCE:** Unknown

**CALL NUMBER:** TET-X10-2-38
**TITLE:** Think Globally Act Locally
**OTHER TITLE INFO:** None
**ARTIST/DESIGNER:** Unknown
**DATE:** [between 1980 and 1995]
**MATERIAL TYPE:** T-shirt
**PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:** white; multicoloured image and text
**NOTES:** Better T-shirt; cotton and polyester; size L
**SUBJECT HEADING(S):**
1. Violence
2. Disarmament
3. Nuclear Weapons

**PROVENANCE:** Unknown

**CALL NUMBER:** TET-X10-2-39
**TITLE:** We’re for Women
**OTHER TITLE INFO:** FPC
**ARTIST/DESIGNER:** Unknown
**DATE:** [between 1979 and 1982]
**MATERIAL TYPE:** T-shirt
**PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:** white; text in green; FPC logo in the centre
**NOTES:** Penmans; cotton and polyester; size S
**SUBJECT HEADING(S):**
1. Politics
2. Feminist Party of Canada

**PROVENANCE:** Unknown

**CALL NUMBER:** TET-X10-2-40
**TITLE:** Festival ’78 Feminism
**OTHER TITLE INFO:** Winnipeg
**ARTIST/DESIGNER:** Unknown
**DATE:** 1978
**MATERIAL TYPE:** T-shirt
**PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:** brown; text in white
**NOTES:** Penmans; cotton and polyester; size M
**SUBJECT HEADING(S):**
1. Arts-culture-entertainment

**PROVENANCE:** Unknown

**CALL NUMBER:** TET-X10-2-41
**TITLE:** Women for Equality Justice and Peace
**OTHER TITLE INFO:** Newfoundland
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: green; white and violet circular image
NOTES: Harvey Woods; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-42
TITLE: Women and the Economy
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; image in green; text in dark green on right side
NOTES: Gym-Master; cotton and polyester; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Poverty
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-43
TITLE: The Swan Shelter
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: green and white; text and image in black
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-44
TITLE: Women’s March Against Poverty 1996
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1996
MATERIAL TYPE: baseball cap
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black and violet; text and logo in yellow
NOTES: Harris Cap Inc.; cotton; size unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Poverty
2. Demonstration
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-45
TITLE: Notso Amazon
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: baseball cap
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark blue; logo in white
NOTES: Athletic Heardweard Ltd; polyester; one size fits all
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Lesbian
2. Sports
3. Softball
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-46
TITLE: National Action Committee on the Status of Women
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: B. Kluder
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: sweatshirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; multicoloured image; text in green
NOTES: Penmans; polyester and cotton; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-47
TITLE:"If Can’t Dance...I Don’t Want to Be Part of Your Revolution” Emma Goldman
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: sweatshirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark violet; photo of Emma Goldman
NOTES: Pannill; cotton and polyester; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-48
TITLE: No to Violence
OTHER TITLE INFO: Federation of Women Teacher’s Associations of Ontario
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black; text in white and violet
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; polyester and cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Education
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-49
TITLE: Hurray for Women Lib
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: [Panel Time by Wesco Reltex]
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: fabric decoration for the wall
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: rectangular; multicolour; image of a girl holding a placart
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; unknown fabric; 55 X72 cm
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: Unknown

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-50
TITLE: 1st Annual Women’s Street Fair San Francisco 1983
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1983
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: pink; image and text in green
NOTES: Screen Stars; cotton and polyester; size M
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
2. Business-Trades
PROVENANCE: R. Barnes (0114)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-51
TITLE: Tapawingo Women’s Camp
OTHER TITLE INFO: YWCA
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: light brown; logo of Camp Tapawingo on the side
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer; polyester and cotton; size unknown
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
PROVENANCE: R. Barnes (0114)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-52
TITLE: Fruit Cocktail April 24 and 25 1983
OTHER TITLE INFO: Ryerson Theatre Toronto
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1983
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: red; text in black
NOTES: Tiger Brand; polyester and cotton; size S
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
2. Performing Arts
PROVENANCE: R. Barnes (0114)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-53
TITLE: Women Unite Take Back the Night
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: yellow; text and image in black
NOTES: Renmans; cotton and polyester; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Sexual Assault
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-54
TITLE: Nicaragua no pisaran
OTHER TITLE INFO: Without the Participation of Women there is No Revolution - AMNLAE
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; multicoloured image surrounded by black and red text
NOTES: Harvey Woods; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Politics
2. Violence
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-55
TITLE: Women for Women
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Dougherty
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; image and text in black
NOTES: Penmans; polyester and cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-56
TITLE: Women for Equality Justice and Peace – The 52% Solution
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; circular image in green and blue
NOTES: Harvey Woods; cotton and polyester; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-57
TITLE: UN Decade for Women
OTHER TITLE INFO: Conference Nairobi, Kenya, 15-26 July 1985
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1985
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: white; image in blue; text in black
NOTES: Blue Line; unknown fabric; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Conference
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-58
TITLE: Women for Equality Justice and Peace – The 52% Solution
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: Unknown
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark violet; image in green and white
NOTES: Monsport; cotton and polyester; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
2. Labour
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-59
TITLE: P.O.W.E.R
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black; image and text in white
NOTES: Unknown manufacturer, fabric and size
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-60
TITLE: Freedom...of Mind, Body & Spirit
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: grey; text in black; image in red and yellow
NOTES: Screen Stars; cotton and polyester; size XXL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-61
TITLE: St.John's Status of Women Council – Fifteen Years!
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: dark grey; image and text in dark blue
NOTES: Super Shirts; polyester and cotton; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-62
TITLE: Take Back the Night 1990
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1990
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: black; image in green
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton and polyester; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Violence
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-63
TITLE: 3° foire international du livre féministe de 14 au 19 juin 1988, Montréal
OTHER TITLE INFO: Aucun
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Inconnu
DATE: 1988
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: blanc; image et texte en bleu
NOTES: Penmans ; coton et polyester ; taille L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Presse
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-64
TITLE: Women’s Centre, Non Tradition Occupations for Women, March 1990
OTHER TITLE INFO: Department of the Secretary of State of Canada
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: 1990
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: light blue; image and text in black
NOTES: Fruit of the Loom; cotton; size XL
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Labour
2. Business-Trades
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-65
TITLE: St. John’s Status of Women in Council – Fifteen years!
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: red; image in blue
NOTES: Super Shirts; polyester and cotton; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)

CALL NUMBER: TET-X10-2-66
TITLE: Sistren, Theatre Collective
OTHER TITLE INFO: None
ARTIST/DESIGNER: Unknown
DATE: [between 1980 and 1995]
MATERIAL TYPE: T-shirt
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: light blue; text in black; text and image in black on back
NOTES: Rose Knits; unknown fabric; size L
SUBJECT HEADING(S):
1. Arts-culture-entertainment
2. Performing Arts
PROVENANCE: G. Rogers (1998-16)